
HOUSE .... No. 380.

House of Representatives, May 9, 1884.

The Committee on Taxation, to whom were referred so
much of the Governor’s Address as relates to taxation ; peti-
tions relative to the repeal of the laws exempting loans on
mortgages of real estate from taxation as personal property ;

also petitions for a revision of the laws relating to taxation,
report as follows :

When a man without means desires to own property,
credit is necessary. If he buys land, for example, he gives
a note. It would not be feasible to use in payment this
class of property, nor would it often be accepted by the
seller, unless he was aware that the machinery of govern-
ment was provided by the State to construe the contract and
enforce its collection. Government is very largely engaged,
through its judicial, legislative and executive officers, in the
regulation, construction and enforcement of such contracts.
The ultimate purpose of it all is, that men may own property
in some form or other without paying cash for it. Now, if
when a buyer purchases land with a note, the land only is to
be taxed thereafter, just as if there were no other property
in the case, it is evident that a burden is cast upon the com-
munity at large in the construing and Collecting that note,
or in maintaining the machinery to do it, and in protecting
it tor the holder, for which the community have no recom-
pense. Any other property given in exchange would pay a
tax and provide for itself, and because the debtor does not
furnish a property which will do this, it has always been
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considered fair that he should bear a tax, and that credit
property, inasmuch as it causes more trouble and expense to
the State than other classes of property, should pay a tax as
property. There is no hardship for the creditor to pay his
tax on the note, because he has an income-producing prop-
erty. But the debtor has to pay a property tax, while he is,
at the same time, obliged to part with some of his profits
from the property to pay interest on his debt. Unless he
did this, however, the community would get no compensa-
tion for all its expenses incurred concerning credit property,

expenses for the benefit of the class to which he belongs.
Now, the visible taxes are so generally laid upon property,

the poll tax and income tax being about the only ex-
ceptions,— that people, without stopping to think of the
reason for the tax we have described, at once say it is
wrong, because it exacts from the debtor more tax than his
share of absolute income-producing property would be
assessed. The public pay, without thinking, a greater amount
of taxes of the invisible kind, which have no such solid basis
of return to the tax-payer. Thus Massachusetts, counting
pro rata of population, pays $7,844,000 for customs, and
over four millions of other United States taxes. These are
collected of persons without any regard to the income-pro-
ducing property they hold, or to any special benefits re-
ceived by them. A fair example is the large tax on sugar.
As the tax is, however, a part of the price of the commodity,
it is overlooked. A general advantage of course accrues too o

the manufacturers, from which the community get an indi-
rect benefit, which is held to justify the imposition of the
system; but this benefit is by no means brought home to
the individual who pays the tax, as it is in the case of what
is called the double tax. Very many people are anxious to
relieve the debtor from this tax, and transfer to the rest of
the community the burden of public expense caused by his
introduction of this class of property. And the natural
tendency of a person thinking of property as the basis of
taxation, and considering nothing else, is to feel that an

injustice is done. This feeling has been very much inflamed
by another class in the community, namely, the creditor
class.
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There is a difficulty in removing the tax from the debtor,
because to do so would surrender the right of the State to
tax its own territory, and as the credit could escape the
government might find itself without any revenue. A con-
siderable number of the creditor class see in this difficulty
an opportunity for profit in offering themselves as the
medium of transferring an exemption to the debtor, claiming
that if they are themselves exempted the debtor will get the
benefit of it, because they will feel inclined to reduce the
debtor’s interest charge ; or, if not, then there will be such
a great number of people anxious to lend that they will be
compelled to reduce the interest rate. The hope is, that
some considerable part of the money intended for the debtor
will drop into their own pockets in its transit to him. Hence,
at times, when the income of the creditor class is very low,
owing to the decline of interest charges (notwithstanding this
condition of affairs makes the debtor very easy by leaving
him a balance from what he formerly paid in interest where-
with to pay his taxes), yet the grievance of the double tax
becomes exceedingly prominent. This was especially the
case in 1881, when interest rates had been falling heavily
for about seven years. A very great pressure was brought
to bear upon the legislature during the preceding four or five
years. The general proposition was to exempt the creditor,
out and out. But it was so palpable that the debtor, who
was, if anybody, the sufferer, would get little or nothing
of the advantage, that it could not be carried in that form.
No limitation of the exemption to be granted to creditors
who did reduce theirrates, as, for instance, a law allowing
exemption only to creditors who should make loans above
$lO,OOO, on city property, at 3 per cent, or under, the cur-
rent rate being then 4] to 4J, and at, say, 4-J per cent, on
loans on farm property below $5,000, on which the current
rate was perhaps 6, —or any other proposition tending in
any essential degree to compel the creditor to divide the
benefits of his exemption with the debtor, met with any
favor whatever.

Finally, however, it seemed to some that if the old fiction
that the creditor really owned part of the debtor’s property
(which had been exploded by our Supreme Judicial Court
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years ago by a decision that mortgages are personal prop-
erty) should he revived, and the creditor should be taxed
on the part which he might fictitiously be presumed to own,
that some benefit at least would accrue to the debtor by
exempting the creditor. The debtor was evidently paying,
and the creditor lending, at what the use of money was
worth in the market, and being on exactly equal terms it
seemed that if an exemption should be granted to the two,
the debtor would at least divide the bounty; and it doubt-
less appeared to many that he woidd get more. They for-
got that the most favorable claim that could be put in for
the debtor’s chance was that he was on equal terms with the
creditor, and that he could therefore get no more than half
the bounty at best, while if the creditor paid the debtor’s
taxes it would be giving all the bounty to the debtor, and
that this condition of affairs of itself would prevent any
creditor from really paying the debtor’s taxes ; if he give
anything it would be by reducing his interest rate a little,
and binding the debtor to pa\r his own taxes by covenant.
They forgot, also, that the creditor’s note was only a form
of capital called loanable capital, and that his reduction of
his interest rate at all would depend upon a thousand con-
tingencies that control the market for that class of capital.
And this proposition was enacted.

It is proper to observe that this law is only the first step
in the transfer of this tax, which it is a great misconception
to name a double tax, and which we shall therefore chiefly
call the debtor’s property tax, to the community. Every-
body who owes a net balance of indebtedness, and has taxa-
ble property from which he has to pay over a part of the
income in interest, has the same hardship. The general
proposition is therefore to exempt all classes of credit prop-
erty, and as this law is an exemption of something like
170 millions of taxed property, and perhaps as much more
that ought to be taxed, but which escapes through our

defective system, it is plain it cannot stand unless the rest
of the credit property is to be exempted also. It is a very
plain injustice to exempt a man who lends on land, and tax

another who lends on farming tools, live stock or stocks of
goods, or lends without any security at all. The effect of
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a general exemption of credits, which is inevitable if this
law is to continue, is so well shown by certain illustrations
presented by Mr. Winn, counsel, that we take the liberty to
quote from his argument.

“Now if credits paid one-third the taxes, which at the passage
of this law was substantially the ease, the situation in Massachu-
setts may be represented by supposing a community of three per-
sons, Smith. Rogers and Robinson, under different phases of taxa-
tion.raising annually a constant sum, say $458.40, Smith beginning
with 810,000 tangible property, land and personal unincumbered,
Rogers with $lO,OOO in land, and Robinson with nothing. We
begin then with a simple

Tangible Property Basis.

Property. Character. Tax. Tax Kate.

Smith, . . $lO,OOO 00 Unincumbered tan-
gible, . . . $229 20 $22 92

Rogers, . . 1 10,000 00 Land, ... 229 20 22 92
Robinson, . None. i - - None.

Totals, . . $20,000 00 - - $458 40

“Now suppose our ancient system of taxing credits, to come in
by a sale of Rogers’ land to Robinson for a note which is after-
wards taxed. We have then the

Massachusetts System.

Property. Character. Tax. | Tax Rate.

Smith, . . $lO,OOO 00 Unincumbered tan-
gible, . , . $152 80 $l5 28

Rogers, . . 10,000 00 Note or credit, . 152 80 15 28
Robinson, . 10,000 00 Land mortgaged, . 162 80 16 28

Totals, . . $30,000 00 - - $458 40

“This is Massachusetts in miniature. This law alone excepted,
observe that it is the condition of Massachusetts tax-payers in
1882, with credit property paying one-third the taxes, and with
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the tax rate of that year which was $15.28. Note particularly
that Robinson pays no double tax, which on a tangible property
basis would be $229.20, but only $152.80, which is two-thirds of
one. The Massachusetts system has reduced double taxation one-
third by levying a tax on credits. Now adopt the ‘ reform ’ sys-
tem of exempting credits, which is

Money Lenders’ Exemption System.

Property. Character. Tax, Tax Rate.

Smith, . .
|lO,OOO 00 Unincumbered tan-

gible, . . . |229 20 $22 92
Rogers, . . - Note not valued, . None.
Robinson, . 10,000 00 Land mortgaged, . 229 20 22 92

Totals, . . $20,000 00 $l5B 40

“These tables are very instructive. Observe that this ‘ reform ’

will create an average Massachusetts tax rate of $22.92, or over
two and a quarter per cent.

“ The rate would increase much more than this, because real
estate would decline, and there would be less property to tax.
“ Observe that the change increases Robinson’s tax, which was

the only double tax, $76.40; that is, the ‘reform” absolutely
increases double taxation fifty per cent.

“Further, that $76.40, which is the increase of Robinson’s
double taxation, is three-fourths per cent, on his $lO,OOO note;
that is, under the 1 reform,’ Rogers must reduce his interest-rate
three-fourths per cent, before double taxation will be 1 relieved ’

down to the point it stood at under the old system.
“ You know this reform is a pretended scheme to ‘ relieve double

taxation ’ by exempting the money-lender, Rogers, hoping that
Rogers will transfer his exemption to Robinson by reducing his
interest-charge on that note, and thereby relieve Robinson’s tax,
which is the double one. Mark in these figures the total effect
possible in relieving double taxation if the scheme is perfectly
successful. Nobody not even the most persistent advocate of

the reform —is fool enough to believe that Rogers will give Robin-
son, in discount from his interest, more than he gets himself in ex-
emption :he gets $152.80. Giving it all will reduce Robinson’s
double tax from $229.20 to $76.40; and that is one-third of a
double tax.
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“The maximum effect of the ‘ reform,’ then, if the scheme could
perfectly succeed, would be to relieve double taxation, so as to re-

duce it by one-third of a double tax lower than it was before.
Observe that, ifRogers makes over half his exemption $76.40
to Robinson, the double tax stands precisely as it did before. If
the scheme, therefore, is half successful, it leaves double taxation
just as it was before, putting $76.40 into the money-lender’s pocket
by increasing the tax of the community at large (Smith) to that
amount. .....

“ Let us preserve the points the illustrations prove, viz.:
“2. The exemption of credits noiv partially entered upon will,

■when consummate , increase the taxes of every farmer,
merchant, and

manufacturer, who does not get some share of the plunder in the
capacity ofmoney-lender byfifty per cent., and raise the average tax
rate above two and one-fourth.

“3. Itincreases double taxationfifty per cent., and if unsuccess-
fid, affords no compensation for the increase.

“4. If entirely successful in causing the money-lender to transfer
his whole exemption to his debtor, it cannot, by the process of com-
pensation, reduce double taxation only one-third of a double tax
lower than it was before, leaving the debtor incompensable by it for
half his double taxation.

“5. Ifhalf successful, it leaves the double taxation without com-
pensation precisely as it teas before.

“6. Under it the money-lender must reduce his interest charge
three-fourths per cent, before double taxation can he reduced a mill.

“7. The old system reduced double taxation one-third.”

The cost to the tax-payers of the State of the steps already
taken cannot be reached exactly although an approxima-
tion may be made. It was in evidence before the committee
that chapter 305 of the acts of 1881 granting exemption to
savings banks was a part of the same legislation as the pre-
ceding chapter; that the bill went through its various stages
in conjunction with the act exempting mortgage loans and
would not have passed except as part of the same scheme.
It was evidently made necessary, because prior to 1881 the
banks had an advantage over private persons lending of | per-
cent., the private lender paying that much more taxes, which
advantage enabled the private lender to deposit his money
with profit notwithstanding the expense of the institution.
The institutions now pay about | per cent, tax on their de-
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posits while he pays nothing, and this discrimination added
to their expenses, and the fact that the law limits them in the
classes of loan they can take, leaves all the tax on them
which is safe in a general exemption of mortgage loans.
More would create so great a discrimination as to induce large
withdrawals from savings banks for loan on private account.

The ‘•'■money at interest secured by mortgage'' reported
to the Secretary of State by the assessors in 1881 was about
62 millions. A very large number of the towns made no
attempt to report their mortgages. The actual amount has
been estimated at 70 millions, and the estimate seems a
fair one. Of course no person can tell how much this
amount would really have increased. If the increase
had been the same as in other credit property the amount
in 1883 would have been about 84 millions. As it is likely
the other credit property was reduced somewhat by the at-
traction which exemption afforded tempting it into mortgage,
it can hardly be said to be an unfair estimate. Deducting
now the $13,770,000, the amount still taxed in 1883, and
we have 71 millions of mortgages of real estate from which
this law has removed the tax. But the Supreme Judicial
Court has just decided that the mortgages taxed in the fran-
chise tax of corporations are really exempted by this law.
In the $140,515,988 of surplus corporate personal property
taxed, there are no statistics to show how many mortgage
loans are counted.

The amount of taxes which the State collected unlawfully
from the joint stock insurance companies alone, and which
must be refunded, was $36,282.50. About $1,450,000 was
claimed by them as being in mortgages in 1882.

The various trust companies which are subject to different
modes of taxation are also exempted by the decision. The
amount of mortgages in this list can only be guessed at, and
seven to ten millions can hardly be taken as too much. The
estimate of counsel, Mr. Winn, in this respect, seems too low.
Assume the amount to be seven millions and we have as the
cost of the law in 1883,
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Taxes remitted to lenders other than savings banks on
$78,000,000 at 14.98 the average tax rate of 1883, . . $1,168,000

Taxes remitted on $92,360,000 savings banks deposits in
mortgages, .........461,000

Taxes remitted on $2,310,000 savings banks deposits in mort-
gages, buildings used for banking purposes, . . . 12,000

Taxes remitted on $8,158,000 deposits Mass. Hospital Life
Insurance Co. in mortgages, 41,000

Taxes remitted on $16,142,000 Mass, Hospital Insurance Co.
deposits at J, 40,000

Taxes remitted on $252,608,000 savings banks deposits at . 632,000

$2,354000
Deducting reduced allowance of bank tax to savings banks, 250,000

$2,104,000
This annual burden will constantly increase.
Now the modification of the tax rate is found by restoring

this 71 millions to the aggregate valuation and reducing the
Do O “

levy by the amount which the savings institutions would have
paid. The amount is $1.64 per thousand dollars.

The committee do not suppose that the exemption of mort-
gage loans is all that is intended in this direction.

They prefer, therefore, to include in the consideration
of the present law, what seems to be its inevitable conse-
quence, namely, a general exemption of credits. A general
view of the principal items in 1883 of credit property which
the laws prior to 1881 held taxable in one form or another is
Mortgage loans, or real estate taxed to private persons as

above $71,000,000
Savings banks deposits, . . . 262,607,593
Massachusetts Hospital Life Insurance Co. deposits, . . 16,141,749
Money at interest unsecured, 48,497,016
Money at interest secured by mortgage not exempted by law

of 1881, . 13,770,219
Taxable deposits, . . 22,450,578
Public stocks and securities, 66,273,602
National bank stock, 96,203,011
Premium on bank stock, about 20,000,000
Stocks in corporations without the State, .... 71,673,793
Net value life insurance policies, 39,163,624
Corporation surplus less estimated allowance for tangible

property 100,000,000
Mutual Fire Insurance Co. assets less deposit notes (pre-

mium taxable), 6,859,426

$824,640,611
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The only item having much margin, of uncertainty is the
amount of credits in corporation surplus. Mr. Gleason,
tax commissioner, included 81 millions in an estimate of
credit property, published in March, 1880.

This on the theory of exempting credit property would
all, or nearly all, be exempted; substantially all of it rep-
resents the so-called double taxation. These properties, if
former rates had been maintained, would have paid between
eight and nine millions of taxes. Besides this, there is a
very great amount of property of this character escaping
through the laxity of the laws. The experience of Vermont,
where our looseness of assessment formerly prevailed, and
where stringent laws were passed in 1880, is seen in the
trebling of their personal valuation.

The Vermont changes are as follows :

Ileal Estate. Personal Estate.
1880. 71,114,7-17 15,037,262
1881. 102,437,102 46,866,967
1882. 106,372,797 46,218,508
1883. 104,549,674 49,583,310

the previous undervaluation of real estate previously being
brought up in justice to credit property taxed at full value.

No one can tell what could be added here. In 1861 the
savings banks deposits were assessed under our general sys-
tem, and only one-fifth were reached for taxation. It is
generally estimated that there are from 450 to 500 millions
of mortgage loans in Massachusetts, of which about 170
would now b 6 taxed except for the law.

Many are exempt by offsets and in other ways besides the
general exemption; 100 or 150 millions could probably be
added to the tax list without difficulty, and larger amounts
from other varieties of credit property. There are certain
classes composing the above table which could not be much
increased; for instance, savings banks deposits and other
corporate property. About 200 millions is of the character
which the Vermont law has trebled in the lists. The \ er-
mont law having trebled the whole personal property list
must therefore have much more than trebled the credit prop-
erty.

It is safe to infer that a system slightly more stringent
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than ours would increase the taxable credit property listed
to about $1,000,000,000. In the present depressed condition
of the income of this property it would not seem desirable to
apply the Vermont system. But if the present effort shall
be successful in casting all the burdens of this vast property
upon the farming and manufacturing property of the State,
the terrible exaction will be likely to stimulate a reaction,
which will force upon the State the taxation of at least twelve
hundred millions of credits, when the subject shall come
to be understood. It seems entirely clear that a general
exemption of credit property would not much reduce the
interest rate, and the transfer would simply be a dead weight
upon the unfortunate classes compelled to bear it.

Turning now to the taxable tangible property of the
State upon which these burdens are to be imposed if this
change is to continue, we can easily approximate to its true
amount by deducting from the personal valuation of 1883
the several amounts of credit property stated in the report
to the Secretary of State and the bank stock included in
that valuation, which in 1882 was $40,658,857. It is

Personal property, less credit property, .... $240,897,708
Tangible chattels in corporate surplus (estimated), . 40,515,988
Real estate, 1,226,111,297

Total, $1,507,424,993

Roughly speaking, about two-fifths of the property of
Massachusetts available for purposes of taxation is credit
property, and three-fifths tangible, and the real estate com-
poses? less than half the property of the State.

If taxation should fall on real estate entirely, the average
tax rate would be over three per cent.

Should the whole burden fall on real property, assuming
the general average net income before paying taxes to be now
seven per cent., a shrinkage of about 334 millions would
result in its value. It is quite evident that the farmer and
manufacturer, whose productions have their price fixed by
foreign competition, could not avoid this shrinkage, although
the manufacturer would receive some advantage in the exemp-
tion of personal property.
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The farmer would bear the burden without any alleviation.
Vacant lots would bear a nominal value. How much of this
shrinkage would be prevented by the ability of the land-
owner to increase rents need not he considered.

The law of 1881 apparently provides for the assessment
to the creditor of a certain part of the debtor’s land, but
the uniform practice has been for the creditor to exact from
the debtor a covenant to keep him free from all such taxes,
and thereby to escape entirely. So universally is this done,
that no evidence of a single case where in a new mortgageo o o
the creditor failed to exact the covenant was presented to
the committee. All seemed to admit that the law was a
simple exemption of mortgage loans. This being the case
it is evident that the only way the debtor can receive bene-
fit is by a reduction of the interest charge of his creditor.
The whole advantage of the exemption goes to the creditor,
except what he allows by reducing the interest rate below
the market rate for securities of like character and value.
It is apparent that the general rate, therefore, for mortgage
loans must be reduced by the law about one and a half per
cent, below the market to accomplish its purpose, because
no single creditor will lend below the rate current.

It is clear, also, that the lender will not sell the use of his
money for any less rate than he is obliged to lix; he will
get all he can.

The ordinary rules of political economy apply, therefore,
and the question is, whether the law is adequate to the task
of reducing the rate of interest on money loaned in Massa-
chusetts to the amount of as many mortgages as now exist,
and can be made to a point per cent, below the market
rate of money for like loans in Massachusetts and elsewhere.

If the rate cannot be held below the market rate for like
loans the benefit of the exemption goes to the money
lenders, and the gift to them is precisely equivalent to pay-
ing them $2,100,000 per annum out of the public treasury,
and taxing all the rest of the community to do it.

Of the 450 millions of mortgages some were taxed at full
rate and the savings bank mortgages at half rates, and such
an amount was reached to tax that we may, with sufficient
accuracy for argument, say that one-fourth were fully taxed
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and three-fourths escaped by tax-dodging, by the law ex-
empting the man who owed debts equivalent to the debts
due him, and otherwise. This is a law which exempts that
quarter which was taxed before and offers exemption to
everybody who will invest in mortgages while at the same
time everybody is allowed to make mortgages.

Mr. John Stuart Mill, speaking of how the interest rate
on loans is fixed by the law of demand and supply says,
“Nor have demand and supply any different meaning or
effect in this case from what they have in all others. The
rate of interest will be such as to equalize the demand for
loans with the supply of them.”—Mill’s Political Economy,

Vol. 11, p. 204.
The law can therefore act only through the demand

and supply. In the first place, if nobody is tempted to
accept the bid and come in and lend, the price of mortgage
loans will not go down at all. The lenders can get the rates
they are charging, for the money is worth it. The fact that
it is borrowed proves that there is a demand for the 450
millions at just those rates.

The exemption of a lender will not lower his price for the
use of money any more than the escape of a farmer from
taxes would induce him to sell hay cheaper.

Second. If some persons do accept the bid, tempted by
the fact that the exemption makes mortgages a better in-
vestment and the rate begins to go down, then the owners
of the 300 millions of mortgage loans which escaped taxes
entirely will begin to draw their money out of mortgages.
For the exemption does not help them any and they can get
exemption by dodging on a hundred other investments just
as well and get full price for the use of their money.

Many millions are loaned by foreigners and they will
draw out their money for the same reasons. Thus the efflux
and influx of capital will equal each other and the rate of
interest will not go down before 300 millions shall be driven
out.

The foreigners will, of course, withdraw their loans on
the slightest decline.

Third. Another cause prevents decline. The law must,
of course, reduce the interest rate below the rate in other
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States by \\ per cent. This gives the Massachusetts man
a great advantage. He can borrow l\ per cent, cheaper
than his rival in other States, and, if a manufacturer, can
underbid him that much. There is 800 million dollars
worth of land not mortgaged. A great part will seek mort-
gages to get the cheap loans.

For example, if the law should reduce the rate U- per
cent., the amount necessary to give the benefit to the
borrower, the holders of real estate could net 18 millions of
dollars a year by borrowing on their land here and using the
money in any ordinary business or in simply lending to
other States on equally good security. Making mortgages
would be one of the most profitable industries of Massachu-
setts. It appears, therefore, that there would be an
immense demand on any decline, which would counterbal-
ance the new supply and prevent reduction of interest rate.
New factories would be built to get advantage of the cheap
money in manufacturing.

So there is hardly any limit to the number of mortgages
which can be made. The amount additional that the lenders
can be accommodated on to shirk their taxes will reach hun-
dreds of millions before the rate will be in any essential de-
gree reduced, aside from the amount required for the vacancy
caused by the withdrawal of the three hundred millions of
escaping loans. We cannot doubt that this demand will
counterbalance any available supply and keep the price of
loans up very close to the current rate of like loans, so that
the lender can at all times absorb substantially all the bene-
fits of the exemption.

Fourth. We are far enough along to inquire where all
this capital is coming from to keep up the supply. If
the Massachusetts tax extended over the whole United
States there might be found money enough which could
be tempted to go into mortgages on the soil of Massa-
chusetts to meet the extra demand and reduce rates. But
the offer of exemption does not tempt even a New Hamp-
shire man to send his money, for he cannot get the advan-
tage. The only person tempted is the Massachusetts man
who has capita] which is taxed. There is not enough of that
unless tangible property be counted and that cannot be
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tempted to change into credit form for it is getting a higher
profit than credit property, and is in use and generally a
prosperous business depends upon its use. For example,
the owner of a factory where manufacturing is carried on
at a profit, would not be likely to sell out and lose the good
will and the business for the sake of lending money on mort-

gages, especially when the rates of interest to be obtained
are as low as during the past few years. Credit capital is
generally created by the retiring from business or disabling
of a man doing business with tangible property, as with
farms or o-oods. He sells out on credit and that creates the
notes and bonds, etc., which are called credit property.
This class of men are not increased by any such law. And
to enable a man to change he must have money enough to
live on the interest added to such sums as he could earn as
wages in the employ of others. It needs no argument to
show that the number will be very few who would put their
capital into mortgages under any such temptation. Nor does
credit property afford a much better field to enter upon to
induce men to put their money into land mortgages. Sav-
ings banks capital cannot go in because it is not safe to do so.
Mortgages are slow of collection, and if a panic arises the
savings bank will fail that has its money largely invested in
them. Bank capital is used in a business peculiarly profitable,
and can no more be tempted out of it than men can be tempted
to sell their factories for the sake of lending on mortgages.
So of deposits used as balances to meet the daily calls of a
merchant or manufacturer. Business cannot go on without
them. When interest on mortgages was eight per cent, on
the average, this money lay in the banks drawing nothing,
and a bid of the current rate of 5 per cent, with 1| taxes in
the form of exemption affords no such temptation as that
capital has had before. These conditions are such that no
such amount of money can be drawn from the taxed capital
of Massachusetts as will be necessary to meet the increase of
demand that would arise on the slightest fall in the rate, nor
enough if no extra demand should arise to fill the vacancy
which would be caused by the withdrawal of tax escaping
and foreign capital to get the higher rates which other invest-
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ments would afford the moment the mortgage interest rate
should fall.

And the necessary result is, that the rate does not fall and
the persons who receive the bounty of exemption absorb it
in profits, and the persons who were doubly taxed, that is,
who paid the debtors’ property tax, are worse off than they
were before, because their land has to be taxed to make up
for the taxes taken off from their creditors, while they get no
reduction in interest rates except such as comes from the
general decline which they would have got if the law had
continued as it was, without being burdened to have their
land also taxed to make up the subsidy to the money-lenders.

One of the fundamental errors of the advocates of this
law is that they appeal to general principles without any
regard to the special conditions of the case, which may
utterly neutralize the effect which they claim. Thus they
claim as the basis of their theory that when one business is
subsidized with a bounty, persons in other business will
enter that, and compete to get the bounty, until the price
will be so low that nobody but the consumers will get the
benefit of it. Now, if the business subsidized was one which
everybody could enter, and should be also one pursued
with equal advantage the world over, and if they could sub-
sidize that business in all parts of the world, their assertion
might have some force. The price of the production would
probably decline, until bounty and all the profit of the pro-
ducer would be about the same as the profit of other busi-
ness.

But they take the commodity of loanable capital, which
not many can afford to become holders of, for reasons before
stated, and which cannot be produced in Massachusetts so
cheaply as elsewhere. Thus the supply of loanable capital,
speaking from a broad view, depends upon the profits of
tangible property in a State. If farm land, for instance,
paid 7 per cent., a farmer would not sell it for a note paying
4 in Massachusetts ; while, if in another country farm lands
netted only 3 per cent., their holders would be very glad to

change it into loanable capital, and send it to Massachusetts
to lend at 4. Just this state of affairs exists, and persons
in England and Holland are glad to send here their money
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on terms which will give them certainly a net 3 or 4 per-
cent.

It is very sure that a Massachusetts producer would not
be tempted by the gift of 1| per cent, to change his capital
into money to lend at interest on this account, and that the
class whose circumstances are such that their pleasure or ne-
cessity induces them, without a subsidy, to change their
capital into money, will get the benefit of the bounty. We
have already stated that when the price of an article is so
low that nobody else is tempted by a bounty to go into the
production of it, those who do produce it will take all the
benefit of the bounty to themselves. Thus, if cutlery is
naturally cheaper in England than here, under a duty of 35
per cent., the price of a knife selling in England for $l.OO
becomes here $1.35, provided that our industries are not
sufficiently perfected-to compete and reduce the price below
that point. The price is fixed at that by the competition of
all those who can be tempted from other business into cut-
lery. Now take off the duty as it is always off from loanable
capital and the price will be $l.OO. The cutlers might still
continue to make knives because their plant would be worth-
less unless used in the business. If a factory had a $200,000
plant and $lOO,OOO invested in such tools as would so be-
come worthless unless used, the interest on the last $lOO,OOO
would drop out as an element of cost on which a profit could
be counted, and the cutler might still, at the low price, con-
tinue in business because his $lOO,OOO of dead plant would
help him just enough so that he might make a fair profit on
the other $lOO,OOO. But it is clear that nobody else would
be tempted if the State in this condition of affairs should
offer a bounty of 25 per cent, to persons in other business
to come in and compete to reduce the price of such knives
below $l.OO. If the State should offer $lOO,OOO to induce a
person to come in and sell at the same price he could just
afford to do it, and the whole $lOO,OOO would go into his
pocket without reducing the price of knives a penny.
The State would have to bid $200,000 to all persons who
would start such business to give the consumer the benefit
of the last $lOO,OOO. That is to say, the bounty of the
State to any article in which there is free trade is absorbed
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entirely by the producer unless the State producing the com-
modity can produce it as cheaply as other States can produce
it and send it into the State offering the bounty. Unless the
bounty exceeds the difference in the cost of producing that
article in the two States, no effect is had, but it goes to the
receiver’s profit entirely. For example, if Holland and
England can produce and have produced loanable capital
I 1 per cent, cheaper than it is produced here in competition
with other classes of business, such a price of money loaned
on mortgage has been fixed here by those countries that this
bounty of 1|- per cent, given in taxes will go, every cent of
it, into the pockets of the money-lenders. Precisely this
has been the case. The fact that money to lend is produced
in Massachusetts is no proof that this is the cheapest State in
the world for its production, but only that certain classes
will produce it at any rate of profit, for reasons we have
before stated. The other error to which we alluded lies in
the idea that the giving of a bounty to a minute fraction of
the producers of a commodity is going to reduce its price,
when the world is open as a market to fix the price of the
article.

Suppose a bounty of ten cents a bushel be offered
for every bushel of corn raised in Massachusetts. The
farmer could ship to Liverpool and get present prices
if the whole State should be planted to corn, and the ex-
emption of farms would not cheapen corn any perceptible
fraction. It may be urged that the loanable capital to
which a bounty is offered is not of the nature of corn,
which may be shipped abroad and get the prices outside,
because it must be applied here on mortgage. But the
effect is the same, because the capital lent here on mortgage
is used in competition with like capital in other States for
producing commodities, and when it becomes cheaper here
than like capital elsewhere the commodities produced can go
abroad and realize the advantage of the high prices. Thus,
if a shoemaker can get his money 1£ per cent, cheaper as a
loan on his factory than shoemakers of other States can
employ capital, he will be able to make shoes that much
cheaper, and yet get the same price in the world’s market.
Suppose that the advantage he gets in this way enables him
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to make shoes five cents a pair cheaper, the gift to him is
precisely the same as a bounty paid him of five cents a pair.
Consequently, all shoemakers will mortgage their factories,
and in like way all real estate will seek mortgage to get this
advantage, when the lender of loanable capital will reduce
his rates below what loans are bringing in the world at
large, as he must do to give the borrower the benefit of the
bounty of exemption offered by this law.

This extra demand, before described, caused in this way,
is practically large enough, compared with the available
supply, to have the same effect to prevent cheapening the
commodity that the demand of the outside world has to
keep up the price of the farmers’ bounty-bearing corn.

There is no difficulty whatever in subsidizing one class of
people in a community till their profits shall be higher than
the rest, when the rest are so situated that they cannot
without loss in other directions enter into that business; or
in subsidizing a class having a profit already for peculiar
reasons reduced below the profits of the rest.

But a far more satisfactory proof of the operation of this
law is seen in the actual figures of its results than in specu-
lation of what its precise results should be. We have from
the tax commissioner a table showing the mortgage rates
of interest in Massachusetts as collated from the registries,
and Mr. Winn, of counsel in the case, has prepared certain
other tables from official reports, showing to the satisfaction
of a majority of the committee that the benefits of this
bounty of exemption have substantially all gone to the
lenders of money. To show that the interest-rate charged
on mortgage-loans has declined less than the interest-rate on
any other security, we will again quote from the able argu-
ment made before the committee by Mr. Winn ;

“Year by year the tax commissioner receives abstracts from the
different registers including the data of all mortgages recorded dur-
ing the first five months of the year. They represent new trans-
actions, of course, and their average interest-rate is the mortgage
interest-rate of Massachusetts for that period. I give you from
him the averages of all mortgages where the interest-rate can be
ascertained from the deed, combined with the tables for former
years.



1880—Mortgages, January 1882—Mortgages, January 1883 Mortgages, January

to June. to June. to June.

REGISTRIES. j j I ‘ M

,

. 1 hree ears.Average Kate Average Rate Average Rate
Amount. , x Amount. t Amount.

Interest. Interest. Interest. .

’““i |
'

|
Adams, 1115,281 .06.266 $210,555 .05.974 i $185,122 .06.948 i .00.318
Barnstable, 49,468 .06.466 46,324 .06.165 i 61,117 .06.330 .00.186
Boston, 3,854,499 .05.924 7,060,236 .05.349 6,352,254 05,261 .00.663
Cambridge, 1,343,458 .06.321 1,641,017 .05.755 2,543,936 .05.818 .00.503
Dedham, 542,654 .06.819 824,109 .05.899 I 724,442 .05.821 ,00.498
Greenfield, 121,604 .05.991 204,365 .05.516 172,676 .05.368 .00 623
Lawrence, 271,514 .06.411 258,638 .06.081 399,481 .05.972 .00.439
Lowell, 267,657 .06.099 678,433 .06.880 738,880 .05.951 .00.148
New Bedford, 144,362 .06.414 128,036 .06.183 145,383 .06 311 .00.103
Northampton, 260,524 .06 134 502,382 .05.449 i 307,940 06.513 .00.621
Pittsfield, 168,858 .06.159 328,268 .05.900 ! 262,832 .06.837 .00.322
Plymouth, 226,152 .06.283 523,672 06 031 437,433 ,06.048 .00.235
Salem, . 838,920 .06.301 1,124,685 .06.036 1,150,176 .06.020 .00.281
Springfield, 1,046,501 .06.123 1,224,725 .05.677 1,182,408 .06.626 .00.697
Worcester, 1,017,465 .06.187 1,711,044 05.890 1,775,488 .06.782 .00.406

$10,268,892 .06.122 $16,466,365 .05.682 $16,439,518 .06.605 I .00.517
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“That is to say, the decline in the interest-rate charged on mort-
gage-loans in three years, the last two of which were under the
law, was TV(/w per cent., a little over one-half per cent. The decline
from 1882 to 1883 was about V 'T of one per cent. Notice
that in Barnstable, Cambridge, Lowell, New Bedford, Northamp-
ton, and Plymouth, the rate actually increased in 1882 under the
influence of this potent reform. This table omits Great Barring-
ton. the returns being not yet in. That reduces the rate of 1882
from 05.634 to 05.632, but makes no change in 1880. Unfortu-
nately the rates were not taken for 1881, so we have in the figures
the decline ofone year before the law passed. I shall give you my
reasons later for thinking that three-fourths of the decline between
1880 and 1882, was in the year prior to the passage of the law;
but if we allow half of the decline to the last y7ear, we have as the
total decline in mortgage interest-rates since the act was passed

of one percent. ; that is, between a quarter and a third of one
per cent. The decline in Boston is a little more, about | per cent.
Hence, you observed that the decline in the advertised rates of
these brokers since before the law, was from Jto 4- If they 7 let
money for less than the}- advertise, they are not such brokers as
you and I knowl . Think of Jordan, Marsh & Co. publishing
prices higher than they intend to charge.

“ Now, then, the decline in Massachusetts mortgage-rates since
1880 is fa'l, per cent. How much of this is due to the general
decline of the interest-rate on all securities, which is, of course,
entirely independent of the law, and would have occurred under
the old system ? In fact the rate did fall under the old law, more
rapidly 7 than under the new. Remember that the rate of interest,
though affected by the time of the loan and other causes some-
what, is chiefly made up of two elements ; namely 7

, the risk, and
the absolute value of the use of money. Thus, the risk raises the
rate on loans without security 7 often 5 per cent, above the secured
rate. The element of risk in mortgages, and other good securities,
has not changed since 1880; the decline is in the absolute value of
the use of money, a common factor in all securities, and when
it occurs in securities generally must occur in mortgages. I give
you a table showing the decline, during the period we are consider-
ing, in the rates realizable from money invested in certain solid
securities which are chosen because they 7 are sound, and because,
therefore, the change due to variation of risk is at its minimum.
The rates taken are the average of the highest and lowest official
market quotations during each of the first five months of the year
quoted in the case of the first three securities of the table, and the
quotations of State bonds are from the average prices during the
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same period, given at my request by the State treasurer, whose
duties inform him exactly.”

Interest Rates.

1883. Decline.
1880. 1882.

New York Central 6’s of 1887, . .04.620 .03.750 .03.920 .00.700
Boston and Albany 7’s of 1892, . 04.600 .03.790 .04.000 .00.600
United States 4’s after 1907, . . .03.630 .02.870 .02,870 .00.760
Massachusetts s’s of 1894, . . .03.940 .03.315 .03.250 ,00.690
Maine 6’s of 1889, . . . .04.190 .03.440 .03.250 .00.840
New Hampshire 6’s, . . . .04.460 .03.830 .08.500 .00.960
Massachusetts mortgages, . . .06.122 .05.632 .06 605 .00.517

“Mortgages decline less than any other security !
11 Of the rate itselfmortgages declined 8 per cent., governments

20, Boston and Albany bonds 13 per cent. I quote the railroad
bonds because they were in the tables a year ago, but it will be
noticed that they have gone up a little. The time is so short they
are not sought as a security. Mark how slight was the decline of
this list during the last year compared with the two preceding.
And the same was true of mortgages, indicating that they fall in
exact sympathy with general rates, under causes as independent of
the law as the tides are. How is it possible that the law had any
thing to do with this reduction of the mortgage rate ?

Let me now present to you another table, showing not the figures
of some petty loan in West Newton, but the progressive decline in
the rates on from $150,000,000 to $175,000,000. It is based, like
the former, not upon the notions of persons whose anxietj" to main-
tain this law clouds their discretion, but on official reports, on the
actual transactions of the savings banks, as taken from the sworn
returns of their officers in the published report. 1 have calculated,
I trust with no error, the average interest-rate reported as received
on savings-bank loans. In these totals some loans, of course, hold
over from year to year at the old rates, waiting maturity. This
represents, however, a constant factor, about the same each year.
The general average of decline is shown, and that is what is impor-
tant for our purpose. The first column indicates the amount of
loans on which the rate is made up ; the second, the amount of
mortgages in that amount; the third, the average rate ; the fourth,
the progressive decline.
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Mortgage AmountTEAR. Total Amount. Rate. Decline.
Included,

1876, . . . f 172,009,000 1121,151,000 .06.819
1877, . . . 166,982,000 116,241,000 .06.461 .00 368
1878, . . . 136,469,000 96,505,000 .06.249 .00.212
1879, . . . 127,696,000 86,181,000 .05.995 .00.254
1880, . . . 131,840,000 82,432,000 , .05.681 .00.314
1881, . . . 147,975,000 82,518,000 .05.349 .00.332
1882, . . . 162,510,000 86,129,000 .05.240 .00.109
1883, . . . 176,817,000 92,360,000 .05.207 .00.033

“In this connection care must be taken to distinguish the years of
this table, which end Oct. 31, from those of the other, which have
an average date of March 15. The tax was not removed from
savings banks till May, 1882, one year later than from the more
influential private lenders. That is another trace of the sweet
singers of the double-taxation Iliad. The rate stated for 1881,
therefore, covered only six months after the passage of the law
(May 3), which was to take effect on the savings banks the next
year, they paying taxes six months into the year after this average
was taken. Gentlemen will remember that the savings banks did
not exact the covenants to keep them free from taxes till March and
April, 1882. The effect of the law then substantially all appears
in the decline set against 1882, namely, 00.109 per cent. The
whole reduction of the savings banks in their interest charges made
in the two years together, beginning six months before their taxes
were removed and ending a year and a half afterwards, is only one-
seventh of one per cent. This is just half the average annual re-
duction of the five single years preceding. That is to say, when
these institutions fairly got under the potent influence of this great
reform, which was to drive down their interest-rates and provide a
solace for the doubly-taxed borrower, they reduced those rates just
one-quarter as fast as thev- did before.

“ From th« averages of this table, I concluded that three-fourths
of the decline noted in the former table from 1880-1882,was prob-
ably in the first j'ear, or before the law passed. Observe how
closely the decline of 1883 marked in the registry table, 00.027,
tallies with the decline, 00.033, in this-table a stationary condition
of the rate indicated also in the table of bonds.

It is said that the gilt-edged men who make large loans, were
able to get, through the law, a greater discount from the average
rate than the average represented by the general mortgage-table.
Large transactions command lower rates, but not from the law.
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Here you strike in the savings banks, the class of safe loans, and
find precisely the same laws prevailing. It is a dream, gentlemen.

“We have seen the mortgage-rates decline year by year till this
law passed. We have seen the decline of interest on all other
loans side by side with mortgages since the law passed. We have
seen that those years which the law could influence show no un-
usual decrease. Now who from that decline, which was slight at
most, and which arose almost entirely from causes universally
operative, shall detect the infinitesimal reduction this law has
effected ? What alembic shall distil and make visible to the naked
eye the minute drop of your great subsidy which has trickled
through the fingers of the lender and reached the doubly-taxed
borrower? We have seen that this law has increased double taxa-
tion in Massachusetts, 00.106 per cent., just about f of the en-
tire reduction noticed in the savings-bank loans since the law
reached them. Deducting the decline due to general causes from
this amount, or from the amount seen in the tax commissioner’s
tables, and who can hesitate an instant in the belief that this law
has absolutely left a net balance of increase in double taxation.

“ There is another fact in the savings-bank reports which I wish
you particularly to remark. The savings banks had a declining
interest-rate. Yet in 1883, the first year when they got the full
benefits of exemption notwithstanding they lent money at less
than ever before, yet the average dividends of all the savings
banks in the State went up from 03.93 per cent, in 1880, 04.00 in
1881, 03.97 in 1882, to 04.09 in 1883. What windfall came to
them which enabled them to make up all their losses from the de-
clining rate, and show a handsome gain in their dividends?
“Public officers must bear some burdens. At the risk, therefore,

that the scribes who write up this law shall classify the bank com-
missioners with the wicked assessors who know no reform, I must
make one excerpt from their report of 1883 :

“ ‘ Although the rates of interest have ruled low, and it has been diffi-
cult to make profitable investments of their accumulating deposits, still
the relief afforded them by the modification of the laws of taxation has
enabled them to increase the amount of the dividends to their deposi-
tors.’ ”

“ Now the savings banks are money-lenders, and if the subsidy
they got by tax exemption went to the doubly-taxed borrowers,
how in the world could they make dividends of it to their deposi-
tors ?

“I do not wish to comment on the evidence in behalf of the law.”
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“ I think, gentlemen, yon can see the philosophy of this evidence.
Rates never go clown by the insensible degrees which these aver-
ages indicate. They drop half per cent, or one per cent, and more
at one than half, at a time to one man this month, another next,
and so on. Thus of $36,000,000 of savings-bank loans passing
down from rates of 7 per cent, and above, in 1876, $6,000,000 fell
into the 6£ rate, §16,000,000 into the 6, $2,000,000 into the s£,
$9,000,000 into the 5, $1,000,000 into the 4J-, $2,000,000 into the
4, and only trifles into intervening notches. I have myself known
men to replace a 7 per cent, loan with a5. But it did not indicate
a drop of 2 per cent, in the interest-rate that day. The borrower
had paid 7, when he ought to have got his loan for 6, s£. The
general average often thousand of these transactions is the interest-
rate. This law required the lender to secure his subsidy by
requiring a covenant from his debtor to pay all taxes on the land
and leave him to escape on his note. He doubtless strained every
nerve to keep up his rate till he could make the drop which was
inevitable the excuse for requiring the covenant. Possibly now
and then a man went a shade below the market, recouping his
loss by withholding his next drop. There was no saving to the bor-
rower in that. It does not show in the tables, for it was equalized
before the next reckoning There are honest men who thought, as
they signed the paper and took the i per cent, off, that it was
something they owed to the law. It was only one of the drops in
the rate, which had occurred time and again before, which our
figures prove reduced the rate no more than usual, and which,
therefore, would invariably have occurred had the law remained as
it was. The savings banks in 1876 loaned $109,000,000 as fol-
lows: 817,000,000 at 8 per cent., $14,000,000 at 7f\, $78,000,000
at 7. It all went down mostly by £ per cent, drops, till in 1881
only 12 of the 109 millious remained in the rate figures. How
many a time in these years this subsidy, or any other quack nos-
trum for reducing the interest-rate,.might have been palmed off on
the public as the cause of the decline ; and your room would have
been filled with crowds who would have sworn to its efficacy.

“ I desire to add but one proof more. In 1880 Vermont started
in a system precisely the reverse of ours. An efficient law was
enacted to bring out and tax credit and other property before
escaping. It trebled the personal valuation, and could only have
done it by assessing more than four limes as many mortgage loans
as before. I inquired with some care in that State, and found
that, under their system, mortgage interest-rates declined precisely
as it has under ours. Let me quote as an example a letter from
Col. L. K. Fuller of the Estey Organ Company, an expert on
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taxation, and a man having one of the clearest heads in Vermont
for such questions :

“
‘ Bhattleboko’, March, 1884.

“‘ My Dear Sir,—I have just returned from a seven weeks absence,
and find your note. I suppose it is too late or I would collate facts for
you. 1 will only say this much : that in 1877 the rate of interest was 6,
7, and 8 per cent., but about that time it was reduced here by the saving
banks for local loans to fi per cent., and for the last four years good loans
have been made as low as o per cent. 1 know quite a number of nice
loans at that rate, and even per cent. Our stringent assessment law
has not increased the rate of interest at all. Yours very truly,

Levi K. Fuller.’”

“There is to-day no corresponding country county of Massachu-
setts with a cheaper mortgage-rate than the one of his residence.
Whether you take off all taxes from mortgage-loans or tax them
four times as much, the rate of interest declines in precisely the
same degree.”

We think that the money-lending class should pay then-
share of the taxes, as well as the rest of the community.
If they are burdensome for any cause, it would be a proper
reason for allowing perhaps a lower rate for credit capital,
but not by any means for letting the lenders off entirely
from taxes, as they are by the law of 1881.

Let the money-lenders come to the State House and urge
their claims, and we doubt not they will be passed on by the
General Court with the utmost fairness. But we think this
method of releasing them entirely was imposed upon the
State by so drafting the bill that it should appear to relieve
the debtor class, when in fact it was only effective to subsi-
dize the creditor class. This law, therefore, ought to be
swept from the statute book, for it only increases the hard-
ship known as double taxation, and seriously cripples busi-
ness, to increase the profits of the money-lending class.

If it be asked what change might render the bill effective
to benefit the debtor, the answer is, that nothing short of
exemption of the debtor can have that effect, unless the very
difficult method be adopted of fixing a legal rate for loans
G per cent, below what money is worth, and allowing the
exemption only in those cases where the interest charge is
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below the legal limit. No exemption of the creditor, with-
out some such condition, can benefit the debtor.

No exemption of the debtor, which in any way links in or
afl’ects the profits of the lender, will go to the debtor. If it
goes apparently, it will be drawn back by a higher interest
rate. For example, if the debtor be exempted on his land
without requiring the creditor to pay any tax on it, yet if
the debtor be required to inform the assessors of the person
who holds the mortgage on his land, a very great body of
capital heretofore competing to reduce the rate would be
prevented from coming to him. But he would get a large
benefit from such a law, compared with his benefits derived
from this. No law can help him which can only operate by
cheapening the interest rate below the market rate. It is
comparatively easy to impose conditions which will increase
the interest rate that mortgage borrowers have to pay. A
law like the lowa StayLaw, rendering difficult the collection
of mortgage notes, would do that; but to furnish a lower
rate than the current rate of the market to everybody who
desires to borrow, seems impossible. Some have proposed
to declare invalid any contract hereafter made by the debtor
to pay the creditor’s taxes on the land, leaving the creditor
absolutely compelled by law to pay the taxes on the land.
Such a law would leave the debtor worse off than he is now,
for it would reduce the net interest receivable by the lender
by the tax, and he would simply put up his interest rate that
much and a little more, because of the trouble to him to
look after his debtors’ tax bills. And any man who could
lend him money, would be brought under the same reduc-
tion and hardship. The foreign lender, for example, could
not cheapen the debtor’s rate, for he would be required to
come into Massachusetts and pay taxes.

The committee have thought it advisable to allow some
grace to a class of unfortunate borrowers, who have been
inveigled into signing agreements to pay the lenders’ taxes,
if the legislature should again impose them. The purpose
of the lender seems plain enough in securing these contracts,
for which the tables show he makes no reduction in his rate,
but which he can secure because it does not seem to the
debtor likely that they will cost him anything. It is to
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secure a lobby influence to control legislation and secure
permanently the profits of this exemption to the money-
lending class. While it is with the greatest reluctance that
the committee would show any favor to that class offenders,yet it must be remembered, if their contracts are valid, they
have got their advantage secured already by holding the
debtor; if they have not got it, then the bill herewith re-
ported will not give it to them. Legislation of course ought
not to be affected by any such influence. The bill provides
that an abatement may be had in such cases on application
of the debtor.

It must further be remembered that this bill allows the
abatement of no taxes which are now imposed by law, the
.‘ip|Kirent abatement of the land tax being only apparent,
the real abatement being of the franchise tax, which the bill
gives to the cities and towns, to repay them the tax abated
on the land.

The committee consider two years of grace ample, for it
will cover substantially all the cases, and if persons have
been so unwise as to make long loans in this way, the public
ought not to be called upon to help them out of their self-
imposed difficulty.

This bill restores to savings banks the national bank tax
in full, of which they were deprived by the legislation of
1881. It exacts from them taxes on their deposits in mort-
gage loans $4(50,000, and gives them back $250,000 more of
the tax on the bank stock they hold than they now get.
The net addition to the taxation of savings banks by this
bill is therefore only $210,000. The law of 1881 reduced
the taxes they would have paid in 1883 as follows :

One-quarter per cent, reduction on deposits, , . . $630,000
Exemption of deposits in real estate held for banking pur-

poses, 12,000
Exemption of deposits in mortgage loans, .... 460,000

$1,102,000

This bill leaves them all this advantage, except $210,000.
In the present low rates for money it seems hardly advisable
to restore the old rate of taxation upon the savings banks.
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Inasmuch as this bill removes the discrimination in favor
of the private lender, tending to induce him to withdraw his
loans from these institutions to lend on private account, it
seems that only a slight disadvantage, if any, can come to
savings-bank depositors, and when the great gain to them
arising from freeing them from this compulsion to pay taxes
on their other property to make up the subsidy to the pri-
vate lenders, and freeing the wage earner from reduction of
wages at the hands of his employer to make up the taxes
required for the same purpose, the net advantage to savings-
bank depositors in the change proposed by this bill would
seem to be very great. The law of 1881 was not passed for
their advantage any more than it was for the advantage of
the debtor class, who were said to pay double taxes. How
the burden of two millions required to make up the taxes
remitted to money lenders is partially thrown upon the
wage earners is seen in the way a like burden of deprecia-
tion of manufacturers’profits was borne from 1875 to 1880.

The Bureau of Statistics report that such a depreciation,
arising: from net increase in cost of material relative to sell-
ing price, amounting to a burden of 11.52 per cent., was
borne, 7.17 per cent, from the manufacturers’ profits, 4.35 per
cent, from the wages of the workmen. There is an element
of wages in the receipts of the farmer who tills his own soil
separate from the net income arising from his ownership of
land. If this division holds good in the cost of this law of
1881, it would fall, about $750,000 of it, on the wage-earning
class, a direct taxation upon that class for the benefit of the
monetary class. Of course, the tax now collected from credit
property would reduce this burden to the wage-earner.

But as the law is part of a scheme to exempt all credits it
is hardly worth while to figure how much less than that they
really pay. Its continuance involves a payment by them of
very much more. The business of Massachusetts has never
had, except in crises, a narrower margin of profit. It seems
therefore grossly unjust to make this exaction from it for the
benefit of money-lenders and when it is considered as part
of a scheme of further exemption, to the extent of perhaps
six millions more of annual taxes, it seems a terrible blow at
the prosperity of the Commonwealth.
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lii order to prevent any hardship from the change, the
committee believe it a great advantage that the business part
of the community should have a full year’s notice of the pas-
sage of the repeal of this law before it shall go into effect
upon an actual assessment. This will prevent hardship on
existing contracts, a majority of which will mature before
May Ist of next year, and it was the method adopted when
this law was originally passed. Contracts can then be made
with reference to the change.

Next year the burden of taxation must be very heavy from
many reasons. One of them is that it will become necessary
to raise about $BOO,OOO per annum to meet the indebtedness
of the State for the Iloosac Tunnel. This year the State
tax can hardly fall below $2,500,000, and it is desirable that
the money lenders should be brought in to pay their share
of the taxes as soon as it can be done without disturbance to
business interests.

The majority of the committee, holding the above opinions,
report in part the following bill.

HERBERT C. JOYNER.
WILLIAM R. SESSIONS.
ALVAN BARRUS,
BUSHROD MORSE,
DANIEL W. WELLS,
LEYI L. FLAGG,
GEORGE K. TUFTS.
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In the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Eighty-four.

AN ACT
To provide for the Taxation of Mortgage Loans.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as

follows:
1 Section 1. Chapter eleven of the Public Stat-
-2 utes is hereby amended by striking from section
3 four of said chapter, between the word “ for ” in
4 the fifth line thereof and the word “public” in
5 the eighth line thereof, the words “ but not includ-
-6 ing in such debts or indebtedness any loan on
7 mortgage of real estate, except the excess of such
8 loan above the assessed value of the mortgaged
9 real estate;” and by striking from section thirteen

10 of said chapter, between the word “taxation” in
11 the sixth line thereof and the word “be ” in the
12 seventh line thereof,the words “ except as provided
13 in the three following sections;” and by striking
14 from said section thirteen of said chapter, between
15 the word “ shall ” in the eighth line thereof and
16 the word “ be ” in the ninth line thereof, the words

(Eommonamutl) ot itlassacljusette.
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17 “ except as provided in said sections;” and by
18 striking out sections fourteen, fifteen and sixteen
19 of said chapter.

] Sect. 2. Chapter twelve of the Public Stat-
-2 utes is hereby amended by striking from section
3 twenty-four of said chapter, between the word
4 “estate” in the first line thereof and the word
5 “ shall ” in the second line thereof, the words “ in-
-6 eluding taxes assessed under sections fourteen,
7 fifteen and sixteen of chapter eleven; ” and by
8 striking from section forty-four of said chapter,
9 between the word “ estate ” in the second line

10 thereof and the word “ with ” in the third line
11 thereof, the words “including taxes assessed
12 under sections fourteen, fifteen and sixteen of
13 chapter eleven; ” and by striking from section
14 forty-nine of said chapter, between the word
15 “ taxes ” in the second line thereof and the word
16 “ or ” in the third line thereof, the words “ includ-
-17 ing those assessed under sections fourteen, fifteen
18 and sixteen of chapter eleven; ” and by striking
19 out section fifty-five of said chapter twelve.

1 Sect. 3. Chapter thirteen of the Public Stat-
-2 utes is hereby amended by striking from section
3 twenty of said chapter, between the word “ pur-
-4 poses ” in the twelfth line thereof and the word
5 “ shall ” in the thirteenth line thereof, the words
6 “ or in loans secured by mortgages of taxable real

7 estate; ” aud by striking from section seventeen
8 of said chapter, after the word “thereof” in the
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9 eighteenth line thereof, the words “ but the amount

10 so to be deducted from the tax payable by any
11 savings bank or institution for savings, shall not

12 in any year exceed the amount of the tax assessed
18 on account of that portion of its deposits invested
11 in shares in banks or banking associations; ” and
15 by striking from section fifty-one of said chapter,
16 between the word “ same ” in the sixth line thereof
17 and the word “ the ” in the eighth line thereof, the
18 words “ except upon deposits invested in loans
19 secured by mortgages of taxable real estate.”

1 Sect. 4. Chapters seventy-six and one hun-
-2 dred and seventy-five of the acts of the year
8 eighteen hundred and eighty-two are hereby
4 repealed.

1 Sect. 5. Whenever any real estate has been
2 conveyed by a mortgage made and recorded prior
8 to the first day of May of the current year, and
4 the person or persons conveying the same shall
5 have become bound by said mortgage, or by a
6 written covenant duly executed and recorded
7 prior to said date, to pay any tax upon the debt
8 secured by such mortgage, or any portion of the
9 franchise tax of any corporation which may be

10 assessed upon the basis ofsuch debt upon the mort-
-11 gagee, in addition to all the taxes upon the real
12 estate mortgaged, and all the taxes upon all the
18 mortgagee’s interest therein, such person or per-
-14 sons so bound may, at any time within six months
15 after the date of the assessment, apply to the
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16 assessors of the city or town where any such tax
17 has been assessed, for the abatement of any tax
18 assessed upon such debt during the current year
19 or the year eighteen hundred and eighty-five, and
20 if such tax for which such person or persons are
21 so bound, shall be a part of any franchise tax
22 assessed as aforesaid, in either of said years such
23 person or persons may apply for an abatement of
24 the tax upon the mortgaged real estate, to an

25 amount equalling the tax which such person or
26 persons have become so bound to pay, which has
27 been or may be assessed during the same year as
28 the tax for which abatement is sought; and if such
29 person or persons shall make the obligation to
30 pay such tax appear, the assessors shall, after the
31 actual assessment of such franchise tax, make an

32 abatement as applied for, in whole or in part, but
33 not in all exceeding the amount of the tax as-

-34 scssed in the same year upon the proportion of
35 the mortgaged property which the amount unpaid
36 on the mortgage at the date of the assessment
37 bears to the assessed value of the whole of the
38 same. The various provisions of law relating to
39 abatement of taxes on application to assessors,
40 and to complaints made on their refusal of abate-
-41 ment, shall be held to apply to cases arising under
42 this section. When any abatement shall be made
43 under this section on account of a covenant to

44 pay any franchise tax, the treasurer of such city
45 or town may furnish to the tax commissioner
46 proof of such abatement, and that it was properly
47 made, who shall thereupon ascertain, subject to
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48 appeal to the board of appeal provided for by the
49 thirteenth chapter of the Public Statutes, and
50 certify to the treasurer of the Commonwealth the
51 amount of franchise tax actually paid into the
52 treasury on account of which the abatement was
53 made, not exceeding the actual amount abated,
54 who shall pay over the same to the treasurer of
55 such city or town.
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The undersigned, dissenting from the report and hill of
the majority of the Committee on Taxation for the taxation
of mortgage loans, present the following reasons for their
dissent:

The present law taxing mortgaged real estate, provides
that the mortgagee shall he assessed for his interest in such
real estate in the place where the land lies, and that “ the
mortgagor shall be assessed only for the value of said real
estate after deducting the assessed value of all such mort-
gagee’s interests therein,” and that “ mortgagors and mort-
gagees, for the purposes ot taxation, shall be deemed joint
owners until the mortgagee takes possession,” and exempts
from personal property subject to taxation, “ any loan on
mortgage of real estate taxable as real estate, except the
excess of such loan above the assessed value of the mort-
gaged real estate.”O ~

The present law provides for the taxation of all real estate
once, and considers the note representing the amount of the
mortgage as evidence of the amount of the mortgagee’s
ownership in the mortgaged real estate. The note is also in
effect a part of the deed, for without the note the mortgage
deed would be without force.

The law provides that the mortgagor and mortgagee shall
each bo taxed in accordance with their respective ownership,
but leaves it with the parties themselves to agree whether
one or both shall pay the whole tax on their joint owner-
ship.

MINORITY REPORT.
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There is no real estate created by the mortgage. Selling
or mortgaging does not of itself increase the value. If an
unconditional sale of so much of the estate as is represented
by the amount of the mortgage should be made, no one
would think of taxing the deed of the part sold an additional
tax equal to that assessed on the land before the sale; and
the mortgage is only a deed with a condition. What justice
or reason is there in taxing a deed because of a condition
therewith ?

If the two parties, mortgagor and mortgagee, were joint
owners of the real estate as co-partners, no one would claim
that either party’s interest should be taxed twice.

Suppose John Smith and Richard Roe were joint owners
of a farm worth $20,000 which they carried on together;
they were jointly taxed on the assessed value of the farm ;

after a few years they disagree as to the management, as to
the value of their respective services, etc., etc., and Smith
buys of Roe, Roe’s half of the farm, giving Roe his note for
$lO,OOO, with interest, and a mortgage on the whole farm,
as security for payment of the note ; Smith also hires Roe as
foreman, or in any other capacity, to labor on the farm.
Both parties are still recipients of the income of the farm,
Roe receives the interest on his note and his wages from that
income, and Smith has the balance of income left. The sale
from Roe to Smith has not increased the value or added to
the income of the farm. Why should an additional tax be
placed upon the note which Roe holds, in effect doubling the
tax upon the half of the farm he has sold to Smith?

Under the former law which it is now sought to restore,
Roe would have been taxed on his note for $lO,OOO which
would have been added to the valuation of the town, when
in fact, nothing has been added to the real valuation. Sup-
pose that after two or three years of this experience, finding
that there is an annual tax of $l5O, or thereabout, more
than formerly under the joint ownership chargeable to the
income of the farm, Smith sells back to Roe the half of the
farm and so pays the note, and they resume their former
relations as joint partners. The valuation of the town is at
once reduced $lO,OOO and the taxation to be paid from the
income of the farm accordingly reduced.
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This illustration shows both the injustice and absurdity of
the former law, and it applies to all mortgaged real estate;
the fact that Roe is supposed to remain in the employ of
Smith does not affect the principle at issue. It shows what
is now admitted by all who have candidly examined the
subject.

That under the former system which it is now sought to
restore there was double taxation : first, the tax on all of the
real estate; and, second, on the amount of the mortgage,
which is simply a conditional investment in real estate already
taxed. It also shows that the valuation of the mortgage was
entirely fictitious ; that the creation or discharge of a mort-
gage makes no real difference in the valuation of a town or
state. It is also admitted by every one having any practical
knowledge on the subject , that this double taxation was borne
by the borrower; that the rate of interest had to be high
enough to cover the taxes due from the lender.

It is also admitted that only a small proportion of the
mortgages liable to taxation under the old svstem were

“

O o

assessed ; the returns of the assessors for 1880 and 1881 show
that only about $60,000,000 were taxed on this account,
when the amount of mortgages subject to taxation was at
least $300,000,000.

The advantage of the higher rate of interest caused by
the tax, and paid by the borrower, mostly accrued, not to
the state and the cities and towns thereof, but to the dis-
honest lender who evaded the tax, and pocketed the extra
interest the tax created.

The manner of assessing personal property throughout the
slate is such that very little change has been made in the
valuation of personal estate in consequence of the change in
the law taxing mortgages. A very small reduction in the
rate of interest, say one-fourth or one-third of one per cent,

would compensate the borrowers for all the state and muni-
cipalities really received under the former system; that is,
an average reduction of one-third of one per cent, in the
rate of interest on mortgaged real estate would save the
community as much as is lost in taxation by the change from
the old system, supposing all of the $60,000,000 taxed to be
deducted from the present personal valuation of the state,
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but iu fact not one-third of this amount has been allowed in
assessment because of the change in the law.

This tax was a grievous burden for the mortgagor; it
prevented the ownership of houses by those who had money
enough to partly pay for a house, because the tax on the
mortgage, added as it was to the rate of interest, made it
cheaper to hire.

The state should encourage the ownership of homesteads
by its citizens. This tax added to the rate of interest pre-
vented enterprise in building and developing real estate, be-
cause this tax was so much taken from the protits or earn-
ings of the party who built and who had to borrow money
on mortgage.

The policy of the State should be to encourage legitimate
enterprise in improving and adding to the value of real
estate.

For years borrowers asked for relief; lenders did not peti-
tion for redress. Trustees who were obliged to make returns
and a few honest lenders who paid their taxes without eva-
sion joined in the prayer for relief, but the great pressure
was from the borrowers.

The Legislature of 1881 passed the present law; imme-
diately, within four weeks of the lime of passage, in all
money centres the rate of interest on money loaned on
mortgage fell from one to one and one-half per cent. The
testimony is conclusive on this point, it is known of all
business men.

The present law has satisfied the borrowers who asked for
relief; no borrower has appeared before the Committee on
Taxation asking for any change, nor has any borrower sent
in a petition for a change, but over 400 mortgagors in
Boston and immediate vicinity have sent in to this Legisla-
ture a remonstrance against the repeal of the law relieving
mortgaged property from double taxation.

A large number of mortgagors from all sections of the
State, attended the hearings of the committee and protested
earnestly against a return to the old system of double taxa-
tion, expressed their satisfaction with the present law, and
testified that the rate of interest had been reduced to them in
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consequence of the change from the old system from one to
one and one-half per cent.

No one has appeared before the committee asking for re-
peal or change except assessors and their attorney; and
none of these have shown a single case of hardship under the
present law, or a single town where the rate of taxation has
been raised because of the law.

Under the present law there is no grievance or injustice
to be redressed.

Still it is proposed to restore the old system, to again tax
money loaned on mortgage of real estate.

This means to at once add to the burden of the borrower
an average tax of per cent, on the amount he owes, as it
is now the condition of all mortgages recently made that the
borrower is to pay all taxes on the real estate involved, and
also all taxes that may be assessed on the note which is secured
by the mortgage.

The effect will be to largely arrest the rapid improvement
iu real estate now going on, to decrease the value of build-
ings because of the added tax to mortgages, to check the
acquirement of homesteads by men of small means, and to
again unjustly and wickedly tax men on what they owe,
placing this burden on the class least able to bear it, and
with no corresponding benefit to the tax-paying community.
All the ways of evading the former law are still open, and
cannot be closed.

If the law taxing mortgages is again placed in our statutes
only a small proportion will be assessed, but the rate of
interest will be advanced as if all mortgages were assessed.
The dishonest lender will again profit from the tax he evades.

The present law has been tried two years. The good
effects are apparent. No ill results have yet been mani-
fested. As the first of May has passed it must of necessity
remain in force the present year. This legislature should
not at this late day make any important change, least of all
return to an unjust system till the experience of this year
has still further demonstrated the benefits of the present
law. With the permanency of the reform fully assured,
the rate of interest on mortgage loans will be still more re-
duced.
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The personal valuation of the Commonwealth has mate-
rially increased under the operation of the present law ; the
real estate valuation has largely increased, so that no hard-
ship is involved to state, county, city or town by the contin-
uance of the present wise policy.

Over and above all other considerations, justice should
prevail, as the principle of equal taxation should be main-
tained. The Commonwealth should take no backward step
in this reform so auspiciously begun.

A. W. BEARD,
GEO. E. SMITH,
H. P. DANFORTH.
OLIVER PRIME.








